We match up types and processes by putting values in correspondence with events, coproduct with (noninteracting) parallel composition, and tensor product with orthocurrence. We then bring types and processes into closer correspondence by broadening and unifying the semantics of both using Chu spaces and their transformational logic. Beyond this point the connection appears to break down; we pose the question of whether the failures of the corrrespondence are intrinsic or cultural.
Introduction
Types-as-processes modernizes data-as-programs. It is the Curry-Howard propositions-as-types correspondence with propositions replaced by processes. To the extent that types and processes are both part of the working programmer's toolkit, even more than propositions, the types-as-processes correspondence is more central to the practice of programming than propositions-astypes. Moreover the connection works out very well mathematically, at least up to a point. The similarities and di erences between programs and data have been studied for several decades from many angles. The particular point of view in this paper is based on two observations: (i) Event-state duality, and its close cousin time-information duality, work in essentially the same way as dualities of the kind encountered in many mathematical structures.
(ii) Duality is more than just a phenomenon, it can be made a universal foundation for both processes and mathematics. Observation (i) can be traced at least as far back as Nielsen, Plotkin and Winskel 17] , who establish the duality of prime event structures and prime algebraic domains. Event structures with their temporal ordering consist of Pratt events while Scott domains with their information ordering consist of states. The duality that NPW found between them is a true categorical duality in the sense that it reverses the morphisms of the respective categories. The transitions and places of a Petri net 18] hint at this duality by being respectively universal and existential: a ring transition involves every incident edge whereas a token passing through a place involves just one path through that place. But it was only relatively recently observed 6, 7] that this could be made a true duality in the morphism-reversing sense. True duality arises in many mathematical situations, the best-known of which have important applications. The duality of locally compact abelian groups, which in the nite case reduces to the self-duality of nite abelian groups, plays a central role in the complementarity principle of quantum mechanics. The duality of Stone spaces and Boolean algebras, and of ordered Stone spaces and distributive lattices, is a cornerstone of modern model theory. And the selfduality of nite-dimensional vector spaces, along with its in nite-dimensional extensions to topological vector spaces and Hilbert spaces, is the basis for linear algebra and its many applications. Observation (ii) constitutes the present author's present interest 23, 24] . The core theorems of this observation are that all small concrete categories, as well as all categories of algebraic or relational structures and their homomorphisms, are concretely representable as categories of biextensional Chu-Mackey spaces 15, 3] and their continuous maps. (A Chu-Mackey space, or just Chu space, over a set K is simply a rectangular array over K, that is, a function from A X to K where the sets A and X index the rows and columns respectively. Biextensional means that all rows are distinct and likewise all columns.) 2 Type Algebra
Comparison: order and morphisms
The principal structural elements in the connections between types, processes, and propositions are comparison, complementation, and aggregation, In all three cases|propositions, types, and processes|objects A; B can be compared via either inclusions (inequalities A B or A`B in the case of propositions) or functions (proofs of A`B in the case of propositions). The former can be seen as a special case of the latter by viewing inclusions as functions satisfying f(x) = x, or in the case of propositions, viewing simple inequalities as nonempty equivalence classes of proofs: A entails B just when there exists a proof of B from A. We may understand the process of comparing A with B either statically in terms of (asymmetric) distance from A to B or dynamically in terms of motion from A to B. In either case there is an ongoingness or connectedness about comparison: a comparison of A with B and another of B with C invites a composite comparison of A with C. This invitation is replied to statically with 2 Pratt a suitable triangle inequality such as transitivity (a condition), or dynamically as the composite motion from A to C via B (a construction). When types are represented naively as sets of values, and processes equally naively as sets of traces, comparison can be reduced to inclusion. For types, inclusion represents the subtype relation. For processes it represents the safetyliveness spectrum, with safety in smaller processes and liveness in larger, as for parties. A more sophisticated form of comparison is provided by functions, which can transform types into types or processes into processes. The respective projections of the type A B to its constituent types A and B are not sensibly modeled by any inclusion. Yet important elements of inclusion are retained by these more general comparisons, permitting the familiar logic of inclusion to be extended to the considerably less familiar logic of transformation. These logics are equally a part of both type theory and process theory, and go a long way towards shaping both in essentially the same way. For processes, when the only comparisons between processes are inclusions, the traces of the process may as well be regarded as a discrete set, one with no explicitly given structure relating its traces, since simple inclusions cannot see or use any such structure. The process ab + ac (denoting the set fab;acg) raises the question of whether it equals a(b + c). Underlying this question is another partial order, the pre x order on individual traces, which reveals a as a common pre x of ab and ac. But what does \common" mean? When you say you are looking for a dollar, do you mean that you have lost a dollar bill or that you are out to make a buck? Obviously ab and ac have a in common as the label on their respective rst events, but this leaves open whether those two events are in fact one. One way to resolve this is to make the notion of pre x explicit by requiring that processes be pre x-closed. Thus fab;acg expands to f ; a; ab; acg. But we can also make the labeling notion explicit by working with multisets. This permits the multiset f ; a; a; ab; acg as an alternative result of pre x closure, now with prefix(ab) 6 = prefix(ac). But now inclusion is no longer well-de ned: in what sense are either f ; ag or f ; a; ag subsets of f ; a; a; ab; acg, other than in a counting sense?
Now we could formalize the multiset fa;ag by taking it to be a set with two elements, say 27 and 43, and a labeling function assigning a to both elements. This will work provided the corresponding elements are used for the two a's in the set f ; a; a; ab; acg (and say 513 and 36 for ab and ac). But in order that inclusion comparisons yield the right answer every time, we are obliged to use these arbitrary choices consistently for all traces. The objectionable part mathematically speaking is not so much the arbitrariness as the requirement of consistent usage of those arbitrary elements. Exactly this objection applies when a gensym'd atoms like G000547 appears on the screen when printing out the result of a query in LISP. The point of printing it is that when it appears again we can make the connection.
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This is where functions do a better job than inclusions. Instead of inferring the inclusion from the trace identities, express the relationship between f ; a; ag and f ; a; a; ab; acg explicitly as a function from the former set to the latter.
This function will map the two a's of the rst set injectively to the two a's of the second, and is what category theorists mean by \inclusion," namely an embedding. The labels are realized by a labeling function that does need to commute with the embedding but otherwise just goes along for the ride: we no longer rely on the labels to determine which traces connect to which between two processes, the connection being made instead by an explicitly given function. The same solution applies to the printing of the gensym'd atom G000547. If instead a line were drawn connecting the two occurrences of G000547, and the printname reduced to a mere blob, the real content would be both clearer and less cluttered up with arbitrariness. We have thus seen two distinct roles for functions: catering for noninjections, and for keeping track of element identities in evolving multisets.
Complementation
Motion is oriented, but its perceived orientation depends on that of the perceiver. Facing the other way reverses objects, motion, and composition: object In naive type theory complementation leaves the objects (namely sets) untouched, but reverses the subtype relation. For processes, complementation interchanges safety and liveness. Both situations depended on inclusion determining a poset. Since the order dual of a poset is another poset, complementation is a function from one poset to another. Hence the logic of reverse inclusion is the same as that of inclusion, provided we stick to reasoning about the partial orders de ned by inclusion and reverse inclusion. When complementation a sends its argument a into a di erent poset, any operation combining a and its complement a would need to be heterogeneous. As long as our algebras of types and processes stick to just poset structure however and don't use such operations, this is not an issue; we just need to keep track of which poset each inequality in our reasoning refers to. The passage from inclusions to functions works equally smoothly. The one potential sticking point is that the converse of a function is not in general another function. Two solutions suggest themselves. The rst solution is to note that the converse of a function is at least a binary relation. This suggests that if we want to continue using complementation in the concrete setting of sets and suitable morphisms between them, then the right morphisms are binary relations rather than functions. A picky point here is that complementation has turned morphisms of C into functions, since we have taken a etc. to be a set, namely the set of all morphisms from a to our choice c of dualizing object. (We do not obtain all functions in this way however, only the CABA homomorphisms.) We would prefer that complementation yield morphisms of C, which would make it a homogeneous operation; in particular we could apply it a second or third time.
The necessary homogeneity can be achieved by replacing the external homfunctor Hom : C op C ! Set as used above by a suitable internal homfunctor ? : C op C ! C. This makes C a closed category in the sense that complementation, and any other construction de ned in terms of the homfunctor, leaves us in C instead of dumping us in (a subcategory of) Set. Now it would be nice if the naive view of complementation as \facing the other direction" were realized by an involutary complementation, one satisfying double negation. In general we can rely only on the direction a? a 00 , in that we can \reliably" map a to (a? c)? c but not necessarily conversely. The obvious choice of morphism for this purpose is evaluation (part of the structure of a closed category): apply to the given element of a the given map in a? c yielding an element of c. In the other direction however there is no robust procedure for extracting an element of a given only a map from a? c to c. Satisfying double negation must therefore be made an explicit requirement. These two requirements together, closed categories and an involutary negation, constitute the de ning characteristics of M. Barr's -autonomous categories 3]. This interprets complementation classically, satisfying double negation and thus realizing the intuition of complementation as simple reversal. A particular method of constructing such categories is the Chu-Mackey construction, described in the appendix of 3]. In the case of ordinary Chu spaces, the Chu construction applied to the category Set, these have the additional advantages of accommodating essentially all of transformational mathematics 24], and of extending event structures in a natural way 10,9,27]. These circumstances combine to make involutary complementation very appealing. We assume it henceforth. 6 Pratt 
Aggregation
Aggregation forms large collections from small. As an operation aggregation is de nable at all arities, although for practical purposes it is customarily de ned at arities 0 and 2, from which all other nite arities are obtained by composition. It is normally associative and often commutative. Aggregation may be either disjunctive or conjunctive depending on how we perceive the elements being aggregated: if as alternatives then disjunctively, if as coexisting entities then conjunctively. Complementation typically interchanges these: the De Morgan dual of conjunctive aggregation can be seen as having a disjunctive quality and vice versa. However having a disjunctive quality is not necessarily the same thing as being a speci c disjunctive operation. Given two aggregations, one disjunctive and one conjunctive, it is possible that the De Morgan dual of one is di erent from the other. Such a situation arises for example with the De MorganPeirce-Schr oder calculus of binary relations, abstracted to relation algebra, RA, by J onsson and Tarski 12,13], with its logical and relative versions of conjunction and disjunction. The same structure arises with Girard's linear logic, LL, whose additive and multiplicative operations match up perfectly with the logical and relative operations respectively of relation algebra. Interaction with comparison. Aggregation interacts with both comparison and complementation. The interaction with comparison depends on how the particular operation is de ned. There are two basic ways of interest to us. The rst way is to de ne binary disjunction and conjunction as respectively left and right adjoints of the diagonal : P ! P 2 . This is categorical jargon These are stated for posets, where they de ne _ and^respectively, as the two aggregation operations of lattices. The rst can be read as saying that a _ b is the least element c which is an upper bound of both a and b; the second is its dual. These de ne join and meet respectively in any lattice. In relation algebra these are union and intersection of relations, which Peirce called the logical operations. But the same de nitions can be interpreted also for categories, where they de ne (up to isomorphism) categorical sum and product, by interpreting as Hom and i as an isomorphism that is natural in A, B, and C (switching to upper case for the moment). For sum the isomorphism matches up functions h : A+B ! C with pairs of functions f : A ! C; g : B ! C, via h(a) = f(a),
For product the correspondence is between pairs f : A ! B, g : A ! C and functions h : A ! B C, via h(a) = (f(a); g(a)). If we interpret \element of" as \map to", then this de nition of B C identi es its elements with the pairs (f; g) of elements of B and C respectively, which is exactly the ordinaryPratt meaning of B C in Set. The nice thing is that this meaning remains the same in any other category with products. For sum there exists a natural dual correspondence. If we interpret \predicate on" as \map to" (allowing any object C to be understood as consisting of truth values) then the de nition of A + B identi es its predicates with the pairs (f; g) of predicates on B and C respectively. While this is not the ordinary de nition of sum in Set, namely as disjoint union, it is a natural way to think of sum having the additional bene t that it generalizes smoothly to any other category with sums. The second general kind of aggregation, notated a b, arises for a poset P when there is an implication b? c (also called a residual) as a binary operation !: P P ! P, monotone in c and antimonotone in b. the symmetric case we can be sloppy). The two together determine, and are determined by, the same tensor product a b. A well-known example of this is provided by relation algebra, which has the (noncommutative) composition of binary relations as a tensor product in this sense, having a right and left residual respectively. For ordinary types however, and for concurrent processes with taken to be orthocurrence, tensor product has in our experience always been commutative. We therefore do not pursue the noncommutative case further. When tensor product coincides with ordinary product in a lattice, the lattice is called a Heyting algebra. In a category, if tensor product is an ordinary product the category is said to be cartesian closed. In RA this is what happens when we take implication to be neither of the two residuals, but instead 
Process Models
We turn now from type algebra to process algebra. Process algebra is best developed with a particular model in mind. The choice of model in uences the natural choice of operations of the algebra. Therefore before treating process algebra we shall home in on a preliminary choice of process model. Process algebras such as ACP have their origins in the algebra of regular expressions, which is made a process algebra by adjoining a suitable parallel composition operator. Regular expressions constitute an ideal algebra for sequential computation, at least up to trace semantics, and moreover one that all computer science students are taught early on. Hence this would seem a perfect starting point for process algebra. But this passage to concurrency naively assumes that what makes the standard model of computation sequential is simply the omission of those operators that are only distinguishable from regular operators in the presence of two or more concurrent processes. The thesis of true concurrency is that the standard model of sequential computation needs more than just additional operators to model concurrency. But this is a somewhat arti cial representation of this connectedness whose only redeeming feature is that it can be expressed in the standard model. The notion is expressed better via with Mazurkiewicz traces 16], which explicitly represent independence in terms of a partial monoid equivalencing ab and ba. Equivalently in the case of independence limited to two events at a time, higher dimensional automata (HDA's) 22] express this information geometrically in the form of a lled-in square having ab and ba as boundaries. HDA's go beyond Mazurkiewicz traces in being able to express nonindependence of three events any two of which are independent, e.g. three children taking turns riding two ponies.
But by far the simplest representation of akb is as the set fa;bg consisting of the two events a and b. In general, independence of a set A of events is represented by its discreteness, in the sense of lack of any structure. With discreteness as our starting point we can now proceed to assign structure to processes. A basic form of structure is temporal, expressed by constraints on the order of events. Order is naturally expressed by a partial ordering on A. We take the meaning of a b to be that a precedes b in time; equivalently, if b has occurred then so has a. Another form of structure is the labeling of events with actions. We would like to model a string such as xyzzy as a linearly ordered set of ve events each labeled with one of three actions x; y; z. This can be expressed in terms of an alphabet (or Act) of such actions together with a labeling function : A ! assigning actions to events. Such a labeled set performs the function of a multiset over , a collection of elements of allowing repetitions of the same element. The set A serves merely as coathangers on which to hang the labels. A structure (A; ; ) which is both ordered and labeled forms a partially ordered multiset 19] or pomset. Pomsets over an alphabet generalize words over by not requiring that the order be linear. A pomset by itself is a choiceless process in the sense that all its events must eventually happen. In the case of nonlinear pomsets one might suppose there is a discrete choice to be made in the order of events. However this assumes that order of occurrence is well-de ned, which need not be the case. A run of a pomset may be the pomset itself, or any augmentation of its order which makes Pratt two incomparable elements comparable, the limiting case of which is a linearly ordered run. Augmentation indeed forces discrete choices, but augmentation is not necessary given that the pomset may be its own run. A global notion of choice may be expressed as a set of pomsets, from which a run chooses one pomset, possibly augmented (but explicit augmentation can be avoided by using only sets of pomsets that are augment-closed). Such a set of pomsets forms a process. A more local form of choice may be expressed at the level of events using a suitable con ict relation. Binary con ict a#b is a symmetric irre exive binary relation specifying whether or not a given pair of events may both occur. When a#b holds, a and b may not both occur in the same run. In that case a choice must be made between them, assuming all events required to precede them have occurred.
A poset together with such a binary con ict relation satisfying an event structure axiom forms a prime event structure 17]. The event structure axiom is that if a#b and b c then a#c. That is, if a prevents b and c cannot happen until b does, then a also prevents c. A pomset so equipped forms a labeled prime event structure. A set of pomsets can be represented as a single event structure by forming the disjoint union of the pomsets as one big pomset, and then putting in con ict all pairs of events coming from di erent pomsets. No converse translation exists, witness for example the V -shaped poset with events a; b; c satisfying a b, a c, made an event structure via b#c. Event structures, with or without labels, have become well-established in concurrency theory. In order to make a start on process algebra we settle for them for the moment.
In the next section we shall need to know which functions between event structures preserve that structure, i.e. are event structure homomorphisms. We take these to be monotone (order-preserving) functions which also preserve con ict: if a#b then f(a)#f(b). 3 In the presence of labels we add the further requirement that such homomorphisms commute with the respective labeling functions, that is, they leave the labels undisturbed.
Process Algebra
Process Algebra, PA 2], has as operations choice A+B, sequence AB, and two kinds of concurrence, AkB together with an asymmetric \left-merge" variant. The choice, sequence, and left-merge operations have no evident counterparts in type theory. Concurrence of the noninteracting kind however is an excellent Pratt match to disjoint union, both being de nable in the appropriate category as coproduct. Coproduct of event structures, with the morphisms as de ned in the previous section, is just their disjoint union in the evident sense, with neither order nor con ict holding between events from di erent arguments of the coproduct. Such a compound event structure permits its components to run completely independently. In particular the coproduct of singleton event structures is just a discrete set. An operation we have found very useful in specifying concurrent processes is orthocurrence, A B 20, 21] . Originally conceived as ordinary categorical product, the author's students identi ed it later as a tensor product. For posets and pomsets this tensor product reduces to ordinary product, both classes forming cartesian closed categories. But for metric spaces used to model real time, orthocurrence turned out not to be ordinary product. This topic is developed at much greater length in 8].
A basic example of orthocurrence is in the speci cation of the behavior of a system of trains and stations along a single railway line. The set of trains and the set of stations each forms a linearly ordered set (in the case of partially ordered time, as opposed say to real time). However the events of the various arrivals of trains at stations are not linearly ordered. Concurrency of this form resulting from two systems \ owing through" each other occurs routinely in nature and computation. So pervasive a concurrency phenomenon should surely be expressible in process algebra. Orthocurrence provides the appropriate operation. Orthocurrence of posets is simpy their ordinary or categorical product, namely cartesian product of their elements. When labeled, the alphabet of the orthocurrence is the product of those of the arguments, with the evident labeling. For example if a train labeled T is at a station labeled S then the event of that train being at that station is labeled (S; T). The process algebra with operations concurrence AkB and orthocurrence A B is the one we propose to match up with the coproduct and tensor product of type algebra. In this matchup, values in types correspond to events in processes (here de ned as event structures). There is however no clear correspondence between the variety of structures a type might be equipped with, and an event structure, which is a very specialized type. The rest of the paper brings types and processes together by generalizing both using Chu spaces.
Chu spaces: Rationale
A set A is equipped with algebraic and/or relational structure in the form of one or more nonempty relations of any arity. Absence of structure is then represented algebraically by the empty signature|no relations|or by having only empty relations in the signature. But absence of structure can also be represented topologically by the discrete topology: every subset of A is taken to be open. We shall however reject the usual condition on the open sets of a topological space that they be closed under arbitrary union and nite intersection. In fact we shall impose no condition at all, allowing any combination of open sets as a generalized notion of topology. The topological representation ts naturally with the intuition of a set of events being independent when all possible states are allowed. Here the open sets correspond to states: each subset of A denotes the state in which the events in that subset have occurred. This supposes that each individual event a has only two states, occurred or not occurred, represented in any given state by membership or nonmembership of a in that state. We collect these two states into a set K of atomic states. A state global to the whole process can then be described as a function A ! K.
With this approach of representing \open sets" of A as their K-valued characteristic functions, a greater diversity of atomic states is easily accommodated with a larger set K. For example to distinguish not-yet-started from ongoing from completed, take K = f0;1;2g respectively. This corresponds to topology with three-valued membership in its open sets. Such three-valued topology is then competitive with higher dimensional automata. For example the interference present with three children taking turns riding two ponies, with each child permitted one ride, is expressed by allowing 26 of the 3 3 = 27 states. The disallowed state is the one which assigns 1 to all three events (children) representing the case when every child is riding some pony.
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Chu spaces: De nition
Let K be a set. A Chu space A = (A; r; X) over K consists of sets A and X and a function r : A X ! K.
We shall use Chu spaces as both types and processes. As a type, a Chu space is viewed as a generalized topological space having A as its set of points or values, X as the set of open subsets of A, and r as the K-valued membership relation: r(a; x) indicates the degree to which point a belongs to open set x. As a process, K is the set of atomic states, A is the set of events, X is the set of (global) states, and r(a; x) is the atomic state of event a in state x.
When r(a; x) = r(b; x) for all x 2 X we say that the points a and b are isomorphic. Dually when when r(a; x) = r(a; y) for all a 2 A we call the states x and y isomorphic. A Chu space containing no distinct isomorphic points (states) is called separated (extensional). A is biextensional when it is both separated and extensional. For types, extensionality is a natural requirement for open sets, there being no signi cance attached to multiple occurrences of the same open set in a topological space. A separated or T 0 topological space is one all of whose points \behave" di erently, and corresponds to the antisymmetry property for posets. In fact a nite topological space is exactly a preordered set (re exive and transitive) while a T 0 such is exactly a poset. The T 0 property is thus a very mild condition to impose on a type, merely ensuring that the type contains no distinct yet isomorphic values. For processes, distinct states are naturally expected to be distinguished by some event, whose atomic state is di erent in the two states. Thus extensionality is a reasonable requirement for processes. Isomorphic events a; b are events that are completely synchronized, being in the same atomic state r(a; x) = r(b; x) in every global state x. It might be reasonable to allow distinct but isomorphic events, but there is no structural signi cance to such multiple perfectly synchronized events, which can just as well be understood as a single event.
Hence in modeling both types and processes we shall restrict to biextensional Chu spaces.
Let A = (A; r; X), B = (B; s; Y ) be two Chu spaces. A Chu transform (f; f) from A to B consists of two functions f : A ! B and f : Y ! X such that for all a 2 A and y 2 Y , s(f(a); y) = r(a; f(y)), the adjointness or continuity condition for Chu spaces. The evident composition is given by (g; g)(f; f) = (gf; f g), which is a Chu transform by the reasoning t(gf(a); z) = s(f(a); g(z)) = r(a; f g(z)). Chu spaces over K and their Chu transforms so composed form a category denoted Chu(Set;K). The full subcategory consisting of the biextensional Chu spaces is denoted chu(Set;K). The latter category is where we shall be Pratt working.
The following easily proved proposition is useful at this juncture.
Proposition 6.1 A Chu transform (f; f) from an extensional space is uniquely determined by f. If (f; f) goes to a separated space then it is uniquely determined by f.
We de ne a forgetful functor U : Chu(Set;K) ! Set via U(A; r; X) = A and U(f; f) = f. This functor is not faithful, since f need not uniquely determine f. However its restriction to chu(Set;K) is faithful, making the category we shall be working in concrete.
Chu Algebra
We subsume the common algebra of types and processes under the following algebra of Chu spaces.
In the following, the Chu spaces A and B denote respectively (A; r; X) and 
Chu spaces for types and processes
The general idea is as follows. On the one hand Chu spaces constitute a universal class of objects, by arguments given in detail elsewhere and summarized brie y in the next section. First they properly subsume the extant methods of constructing data types by both algebraic and topological means. Second, despite having an apparently xed notion of morphism, they are as universal as arbitrary small categories. Thus as a universal source of structure with which to equip any type, they are ideally suited to type theory. On the other hand, Chu spaces over 2 are a natural generalization of event structures, as proposed in 10] and developed in more length in Gupta's thesis 9] and by van Glabbeek and Plotkin 27]. To represent the event structure (A; ; #), simply take it to be the Chu space (A; r; X) where X consists of all order ideals of (A; ) that do not contain both a and b when a#b. The states of this Chu space are then exactly those con gurations (sets of events) that satisfy the constraints and #. Although the application of Chu spaces to processes has tended to focus on K = 2, extending to larger K would greatly enhance the process modeling capacity of the approach. At K = 3 it becomes possible to model mutual exclusion, and by taking K to be the reals one can model real time behavior. Chu spaces are therefore well suited to the modeling of concurrency. But it is not just the objects that match up in this way, but also some of their operations, speci cally sum A + B and tensor product A B. as an operation on processes, turning an event-oriented schedule into its corresponding state-oriented automaton, then again we obtain the whole of MALL.
Universality of Chu spaces
We now supply the promised arguments in support of the universality of Chu spaces.
Let (A; f) be an algebra with carrier A and one n-ary operation f : A n ! A. Represent (A; f) as the Chu space (A; r; X) over 2 n+1 where r and X are de ned as follows. We take X to be the set of all n + 1-tuples x = (x 1 ; . . .; x n ; x n+1 ) of subsets of A such that for any n-tuple (a 1 ; . . .; a n ) of elements of A, if a i 2 x i for all i n then f(a 1 ; . . . ; a n ) 2 x n+1 . We de ne r at (a; x) to be the n-tuple (a 2 ) between two such algebras as Chu transforms (h; h) where h is the unique right adjoint to h, (A; f) being extensional by this construction. We have stated this for algebras, where it reads reasonably smoothly. It does however generalize to arbitrary relational structures. We have shown elsewhere 23, 24] that this representation of such n-ary relational structures and their homomorphisms by Chu spaces over 2 n and their Chu transforms is a full embedding of the category of the former in that of the latter. Furthermore the embedding is concrete, meaning that the representing Chu spaces have the same carriers as the algebras they represent and transform via the same functions. As pointed out by Lafont and Streicher 14] , topological spaces can be represented as Chu spaces in the obvious way, a full embedding of Top in Chu(Set;2). Combining that embedding with the above, and generalizing to structures with multiple relations and multiple sorts as per 23] , demonstrates that Chu spaces can model all relational structures with and without topological structure. However categories are considerably more general than just categories of relational structures and their homomorphisms. It is therefore natural to ask which objects of which categories C are representable as Chu spaces, in the sense that C can be fully embedded in Chu. The answer is that every category C whose arrows form a set K (that is, as the pair ( f:f; g; h:g; h), which is a Chu transform by associativity of composition. The theorem 25] is then that this representation is a full embedding of C in Chu(Set;K). Furthermore if we take the underlying set of b to consist of its elements, in the sense of maps to b, then this embedding is concrete (and for that matter coconcrete in the obvious dual sense). The embedding also preserves duality. On the other hand no embedding of this generality could preserve either limits or colimits.
Transformational Logic
Section 2 discussed type algebra including its logic. Algebra is justi ed by its logic. When the structure is based on inclusions, i.e. is posetal, the logic is the familiar one of either Boolean or intuitionistic logic, or perhaps of relation algebra. When it is based on functions, i.e. is categorical, the logic becomes the considerably less familiar categorical or transformational logic. The categorical counterpart of inequality is ostensibly morphism. However the comparison of say (A? B) C with A? (B C) is not just a matter of giving one morphism from the former to the latter (namely the function sending f : A ! B and c 2 C to the function a: (f(a); c) ). This choice of morphism must vary in a natural way as A, B and C are varied (themselve by morphisms), that is, it must constitute a natural transformation. The naturality condition must furthermore accomodate variables that may appear both covariantly and contravariantly, as in the theorem A (A? B)? B. This is done by generalizing naturality to dinaturality. Dinaturality is not the strongest naturality condition, and it is sometimes desirable to strengthen dinaturality to invariance under logical relations, called logicality. We then speak of logical transformations as a subclass of dinatural transformations. However unfamiliar, transformational logic is important as the transformational logic of types, governing how they are transformed into one another. But it is equally important as the logical basis of process transformation. Furthermore the same laws hold for process transformation as for type transformation when both are based on the same common structures as we have been proposing. This makes categorical or transformational logic all the more important. This summer with Gordon Plotkin we have been able to remove the restriction on two variables. This entailed strengthening dinaturality to logicality, necessitated by the presence of at least four dinaturals from A? A to itself, only one of which was accounted for by Girard's system. The others have an unnatural character that demands some such strengthening to rule them out. A natural continuation of this work is to extend our understanding of the multiplicative fragment of linear logic to the additive fragment, and thence to the exponentials. Beyond the scope of linear logic, a more general understanding of the logical character of mathematical transformations would be highly desirable.
The Mismatches
Our types-as-processes correspondence has matched up coproduct and tensor product, along with the rest of multiplicative and additive linear logic if we include A ?
. The mismatches concern the rest of type algebra and process algebra. While these operations do the job for process algebra, they do not have any obvious general application in type theory. We leave as an open question whether this is due to an intrinsic di erence between types and processes, or simply represents a cultural limitation, namely how we currently think about types.
